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ABSTRACT The advent of blockchain technology allows the raise of new business models for the electricity
market, opening the way also to end-users and letting them offer regulation services to the power grid. Thanks
to the characteristic of being distributed, the blockchain technology could be a solution to balancing problems
caused by the penetration of renewable sources, implementing a platform for Demand-Response programs
delivery. Demand-Response allows consumers to respond to market signals by increasing or reducing their
energy consumption, contributing to greater flexibility and stability of the grid and to a more efficient use of
infrastructures and energy resources. Currently, Demand-Response is carried out by controlling aggregates of
loads, storage or generating units managed by centralized Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition systems
such as SCADA. Regulatory changes and the increasing penetration of renewable sources distributed over
the territory are turning the whole electricity system into a smart-grid. More recently and with reference
to the end-users participation in regulation services, smartness is achieved through the so-called Internet of
Things, which can be considered the modern equivalent of SCADA, but with the possibility of to being
applied to distributed and diversified assets. For this reason, great efforts have been made to study the
interoperability and coexistence between Internet of Things and blockchain, two emerging paradigms that
are gaining popularity in the energyworld. Limited or no contribution can instead be found in the literature on
the integration of SCADA systems and blockchain. Indeed, in order to ensure an easier and faster widespread
application of blockchain in the context of power systems, it is interesting to study its possible coexistence
with legacy and more established industrial technologies such as OpenADR or SCADA. In Europe, the
prevailing technology is the latter one. For this reason, in this paper, the coexistence of blockchain technology
with SCADA systems is discussed. In particular, both Hyperledger Fabric blockchain and SCADA systems
are considered together to assess the feasibility of aggregation of energy resources for Demand-Response,
as well as the relevant measured data. The analysis is carried out by first presenting the two different
paradigms: the centralized data acquisition in trusted environments and analysis via OpenADR and SCADA,
and the global, distributed and secured ones with the blockchain. Then an architecture for the integration of
SCADA and blockchain technology is proposed and the related challenges within the frame of a project for
innovative technologies DR programs implementation are outlined.
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I. INTRODUCTION 29

With the advent of the Internet of Things (IoT) and various 30

edge devices, the power grid, such as other systems, has 31
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gone through a significant transformation. Meanwhile, a new32

paradigm, called the Smart-Grid (SG), has emerged com-33

bining Information and Communication Technology (ICT)34

with conventional power generation, transmission, and distri-35

bution. The SGs are power networks capable of monitoring36

and controlling the bidirectional energy flows in real time,37

providing all stakeholders in the electricity supply chain a38

global view over both the energy flows and the infrastruc-39

ture that carries them. A SG can predict power demands40

and suitably adapt them to non dispatchable generation and,41

through appropriate management and control systems, a SG42

can address several problems of conventional networks such43

as reducing energy consumption, reducing risks of short44

circuits, etc. . . [1]. In SGs, through Demand-Response (DR)45

techniques, it is possible to regulate the power flows in the46

hours in which the grid is mostly overloaded. By integrating47

recent technologies such as blockchain, machine learning and48

big data analytic with SGs, it is possible to predict customers’49

electricity demand and efficiently automate for example DR50

services [2].51

Real-time monitoring and control play an important role52

in the management and operation of SGs. With the rapid53

increase of the number of Prosumers (users who are not just54

energy consumers but also producers), many functions of the55

SGs, including regulation and energy production, are dis-56

tributed. Therefore, SGsmanagement problems can no longer57

be efficiently addressed under a centralized environment,58

but they rather need decentralized approaches and architec-59

tures. In addition, variations in energy production, whether in60

excess or deficit, can threaten the security of energy supply,61

overload existing networks and result in service interrup-62

tions. Such variations are mostly due to the unpredictable63

nature of the renewable energy sources (RES). By integrat-64

ing different heterogeneous technologies for data collection65

and processing, SGs can mitigate the effects of RES on the66

grid operation security by controlling dispatchable energy67

resources. In power systems, local monitoring and control68

have been traditionally performed via SCADA (supervisory69

control and data acquisition) systems, while the last decade70

has been characterized by a transition towards the Internet71

of Things (IoT) paradigm, which allows various equipment72

and devices to be connected in a distributed way over the73

Internet to data analytics systems. IoT technology covers all74

the tools, systems, sensors, both hardware and software for75

supporting the deployment of applications and IoT devices.76

By means of IoT technology, common objects in a house can77

be made smart thus enabling the implementation of smart78

homes. In the definition of IoT technologies also security79

tools are included thus preventing internet-based attacks.80

As end-users have become central actors in power systems,81

IoT has also become a technology to consider and suitably82

integrate in SGs management. Such as in other applications,83

also in SGs, IoT includes the use of wireless devices such as84

sensors, radio modules, gateways and routers. Figure 1 shows85

an example of IoT devices integration in the power system86

that also makes use of SG technology. These devices provide87

FIGURE 1. IoT integration in power systems [3].

greater connectivity of power system components allowing 88

different stakeholders to make better decisions about power 89

use, storage or generation, and enabling power system opera- 90

tors to more quickly restore service after a fault. In addition, 91

progress in technology has made wireless technology cheap 92

and easy to use in SG applications. The use of IoT in SGs 93

allows the power system to be constantly monitored in more 94

details than it was previously possible and to interact with the 95

system components. 96

The use of IoT devices in SGs enables, for example, better 97

prediction and response to load fluctuations or to promptly 98

act on substations in order to automatically manage power 99

flows in the event of a fault. With SG technology, energy 100

can be automatically redirected as soon as a fault occurs, 101

while minimizing the effects on users. IoT sensors can also 102

report equipment conditions and help with predictive main- 103

tenance. The use of IoT devices in SGs would also support 104

the tracing, monitoring and management of distributed small 105

power generation by making the power system more robust. 106

Smart meters can help in efficient billing service imple- 107

mentation and in data collection for demand forecasting. 108

On the other hand, the limited processing resources of IoT 109

devices, such as smart meters, hinder the adoption of con- 110

ventional security measures such as asymmetric encryption 111

mechanisms. In addition, the inherent characteristics of IoT 112

lead to a number of challenges, such as decentralization, 113

poor interoperability, privacy and security vulnerabilities. 114

New information technologies such as blockchain enable 115

the IoT challenges to be effectively addressed. In this con- 116

text, the Paper [4] analyzes these challenges and proposes 117

an architecture in which blockchain plays as a middleware 118

between IoT and industrial applications, offering a set of 119

services to support various industrial applications by over- 120

coming the inherent problems of IoT devices. Whereas, the 121

paper in [5] presents a comprehensive survey of existing 122

blockchain protocols for IoT, provides an overview of the 123

application domains of blockchain technologies in IoT, and 124

classifies the threat models considered by blockchain proto- 125

cols in IoT networks into five main categories: identity-based 126

attacks, manipulation-based attacks, cryptanalytic attacks, 127

reputation-based attacks, and service-based attacks. In [6], 128

the authors examine blockchain-based security and privacy 129
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systems for seventeen types of IoT applications and various130

consensus algorithms in terms of latency, throughput, com-131

putational cost, etc. Finally, they classify security analysis132

techniques in order to stable the main steps to be followed133

to build and evaluate blockchain-based security and privacy134

systems. Other works, on the other hand, address the topic135

of security of Smart Contracts (SCs), which are widely used136

in blockchain applications, in IoT. For example, [7] and [8]137

discuss the opportunities and challenges, while [9] explore138

the vulnerabilities and attacks in smart contracts, which can139

affect the stability of the IoT ecosystem and presents the main140

solutions to address these security issues.141

The huge amount of data generated by various interconnec-142

tions of IoT devices in a SG makes it more difficult to estab-143

lish proper rules and policies for access control. This trend144

towards distributed and decentralized models is confirmed by145

the recent regulation about energy districts, energy communi-146

ties, and virtual aggregates of different energy resources. The147

switch from centralized to distributed generation and control148

opens the door to cybersecurity threats and requires new trust149

models. The distributed model exposes the electrical system150

to novel attacks, which aim, primarily, at compromising the151

availability of data and, secondarily, their integrity and con-152

fidentiality. For example, various types of Denial of Service153

attacks can disrupt the network functionality, with disastrous154

consequences such as blackouts, False Data Injection attacks155

can compromise smart meter data, while Man-in-the-Middle156

attacks can compromise data privacy. Novel trust models157

where prosumers are peers that do not trust each other, call158

for the use of emerging technologies. However, such tech-159

nologies pose a lot of questions about their feasibility to160

handle many industrial applications. In particular, energy ser-161

vices trading and tracing appear quite suitable for blockchain162

applications [10], [11], [12], [13]. However in these cases,163

security is critical since energy assets are of great interest for164

governments and industrial compounds, while energy con-165

sumption are sensitive data. For this reason, SG technology,166

although relying for communication on several protocols,167

reviews attentively the security issue [14].168

A. MOTIVATION AND CHALLENGES IN THE169

IMPLEMENTATION OF DISTRIBUTED ENERGY SERVICES170

This paper is motivated by the recent advancements in171

distributed systems in the energy sector, which contrasts172

with the lack of innovation in data acquisition and con-173

trol mechanisms, where SCADA has dominated for sev-174

eral decades. SCADA is still widely used despite a mod-175

ern approach proposing to switch to the Internet of Things176

(IIoT, Industrial IoT for energy production). The IoT rev-177

olution appears like an evolution where this new paradigm178

enhances SCADA instead of substituting it. The research179

question is thus whether a wide adoption of the blockchain180

in the energy sector would require completing the switch181

from SCADA to IoT. This paper tries to answer this ques-182

tion, analysing the interoperability and coexistence between183

blockchain, IoT and legacy SCADA systems to answer this184

question. Using the blockchain disruptive technology on top 185

of a well-consolidated one (as SCADA) appears to be an 186

evolutionary approach that benefits the IoT transition and the 187

diffusion of protocols such as OpenADR. 188

In this paper, a DR and aggregation system based on 189

SCADA client-server architecture is considered for integra- 190

tion with a blockchain system implementing DR manage- 191

ment and aggregation functions. The blockchain architecture 192

presented here does not involve the need for a third party 193

market actor called aggregator [15] between the grid oper- 194

ator requiring the service and the end users providing the 195

service by modulating the demand. We propose to use the 196

blockchain as a tool for aggregating data and implementing 197

policies set by different actors, thus truly disintermediating 198

the business model. However, in many cases, the aggregator 199

is a market actor defined by the law. In this case, we propose it 200

keeps administrative and verification roles, while transferring 201

the technical aggregation actions to the blockchain. In the 202

current scenario across Europe, the aggregator intermediates 203

between the end-users and the Transmission SystemOperator 204

(TSO) and, therefore, it is useful to analyse communication 205

messages flowing through the links ‘‘TSO/aggregator’’ and 206

‘‘aggregator/end-users’’. The two links are constrained by the 207

time in which the load modulation must be carried out, the 208

first link is more tightly constrained also in terms of privacy 209

and thus underlying TLC technology. 210

The main goal of this paper is to assess the interoperability 211

of the client-server systems typically used for DR programs 212

and the blockchain technology. The analysis further checks if 213

their peculiar heterogeneous features can coexist, in terms of 214

reliability, throughput, timing, and security, within a unified 215

architecture. In addition, the system architecture proposed in 216

this paper solves the challenges of current DR platforms.: 217

• enables the secure aggregation of small users; 218

• increases transparency in the remuneration of DR 219

events; 220

• improves information asymmetry; 221

• ensures data security; 222

At the same time, the proposed approach overcomes the listed 223

challenges of blockchain platforms for DR, as: 224

• it is compliant with the General Data Protection Reg- 225

ulation through the use of an authorized blockchain 226

platform; 227

• it is scalable and enables end-user participation in real- 228

time markets due to the lighter consensus algorithms of 229

the permissioned blockchain; 230

• it is easily integrated with existing IoT devices. 231

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the most 232

common protocol to exchange information and signals in DR 233

contexts is described. Section III explains the Italian model 234

for DR, with a focus on the Italian grid code and Terna’s (the 235

Italian Transmission System Operator) technical specifica- 236

tions. Then, in Section IV there is a description of the SCADA 237

system; section V introduces the operation and features of 238

the blockchain technology. After that, Section VI focuses on 239

the integration of blockchain in SGs and the experimental 240
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FIGURE 2. General DR messaging architecture.

setup of BloRin project, where the technical specifications241

described in section III are implemented.242

II. OPEN AUTOMATIC DR243

DR is an important tool that helps to maintain the correct244

operation of the electrical system due to RES penetration, as it245

allows to adapt the energy demand to the supply in a short246

time. During peak periods and in response to market signals,247

prosumers can modulate production and consumption for248

obtaining financial incentives. In any case, the participation249

of prosumers in DR programs requires that their facilities are250

connected.251

IoT technologies support distributed generation, such as252

residential photovoltaic panels and electrical storage sys-253

tems, allowing users to implement more efficient actions and,254

when possible, supporting the solution of balancing prob-255

lems in distribution and transmission networks. Traditionally,256

DR systems use a classical client–server service architecture,257

where a server keeps the links with industrial, commercial258

or residential customers for collecting measurements and259

issuing control signals. Figure 2 shows a general architecture,260

where the SystemOperator through a client-server messaging261

infrastructure is able to exchange information and DR signals262

with the customers.263

The most applied protocol to exchange information and264

signals in DR contexts is the Open Automatic DR, Ope-265

nADR [16]. It is a text-based open access client-server pro-266

tocol that extends HTTP and uses Public key cryptography267

for security, based on IEC 62746-10-1 technical specifica-268

tion. The IEC 62746-10-1 [17], developed by the OpenADR269

Alliance in 2018, specifies a minimum data model and ser-270

vices for DR event, pricing, and distributed energy resource271

communications for managing customer energy resources,272

including load, generation, and storage, via signals provided273

by network and/or market operators. These resources can be274

identified and managed as individual resources with specific275

capabilities or as virtual resources with an aggregate set of276

capabilities. OpenADR works well both in push and pull.277

A pull client connects to the server and requests data; a278

push client connects to the server and waits for data that279

FIGURE 3. General openADR communication architecture.

are sent by the server. Also, the OpenADR protocol is open, 280

anyone can implement it, and uses Extensible Messaging and 281

Presence Protocol (XMPP) as a transport protocol. OpenADR 282

supports many services and allows the implementation of 283

several applications, such as peer-to-peer sessions, user lists, 284

groupmessaging, notification, encryption and authentication. 285

The fundamental feature of XMPP is the ‘‘transport’’: the 286

possibility, through appropriate gateways on the Internet, 287

to interconnect different services. With XMPP on the client it 288

is not necessary to have software for each type of service, 289

but it is enough that gateways exist for that service. This 290

feature makes the XMPP protocol ideal for push and fast DR 291

applications, while pull is also possible. OpenADR supports 292

continuous transmission of DR signals to customers, giving 293

them constant visibility of wholesale prices and helps to 294

better balance supply and demand. The advantages are to 295

facilitate a timely and predictable response for the system 296

operator, while allowing the customer’s choices. OpenADR 297

creates a common language, the ADR 2.0 protocol, to com- 298

municate a DR event over an IP-based network, such as the 299

Internet. Many energy providers, in several states of USA, 300

parts of Europe, China, Japan, Australia, and Korea support 301

OpenADR and allow system operators to call DR events. 302

OpenADR works by having pre-programmed Application 303

Programming Interfaces (API) that provide two-way commu- 304

nications between the service provider (Utility/Independent 305

System Operator (ISO)/Aggregator) and customers (Sites) 306

through a logical interface of the Demand Response Automa- 307

tion Server (DRAS), see Fig. 3. 308

Service providers initiate a DR event through the Demand 309

Response Automation Server (DRAS). The DRAS is respon- 310

sible for communicating specific details about the event, 311

such as duration, start time and price signals to the end-user 312

devices. The DR signal communication is always carried out 313

through two main actors, the VTN (Virtual Top Node) and 314

the VEN (Virtual End Node). A VTN controls many VENs 315

and is responsible for transmitting event specifications, such 316

as price, and programming signals. The VENs may utilize 317

HTTP or XMPP, while both of the protocols are mandatory 318
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for a VTN. Hence, the OpenADR standard event communi-319

cation process is a push-pull action between the VTN and the320

VENs. Aggregators, or balancing service providers that sell321

their modulated loads in the wholesale market, can be either322

the top node or an end node, depending on whether they also323

own facilities or are just a third-party company providing the324

service. The customers are the VENs that provide the demand325

reduction/increase to the aggregators. Examples of messages326

conveyed via OpenADR from VTN to VEN include:327

• PRICE_ABSOLUTE: the price per kilowatt-hour.328

• PRICE_RELATIVE: a change in the price per kilowatt-329

hour.330

• PRICE_MULTIPLE: a multiple of a basic rate per331

kilowatt-hour.332

• LOAD_AMOUNT: a fixed amount of load to shift.333

• LOAD_PERCENTAGE: the percentage of load to shift.334

A VEN can be integrated into the hardware of the on-site335

energy management system, or as a separate hardware device336

to pass signals directly to the end devices or building control337

system. The OpenADR protocol allows to obtain high speed338

in response from customers, enabling the possibility of par-339

ticipating in ancillary services such as frequency regulation.340

It also allows to choose the devices on which to act according341

to the signals received. But, the client-ssystem architecture,342

although efficient, suffers from the weaknesses of centralized343

systems, such as low scalability, the presence of a trusted third344

party (the aggregator) and the presence of centralized element345

(the DRAS or the VTN). In fact, the failure of a VTN leads346

to the failure of the connected VENs and consequently the347

non-participation of users in the DR event.348

In Italy, DR is managed through SCADA systems, with349

a client-server architecture as for OpenADR, but with a350

different protocol for information exchange. This model is351

described in the next section.352

III. ITALIAN MODEL FOR DR353

Today in Italy, DR programs engaging all categories of354

end-users are still in a pilot phase. They are expected to355

allow residential, commercial and industrial users to help356

with electricity regulation by participating in the Dispatching357

Services Market (MSD). With Resolution 300/2017/R/EEL358

of the ARERA (the Italian energy Authority), and under a359

pilot experimentation, Terna opened the MSD for the first360

time to virtual aggregations of small power plants with361

non-programmable production, loads and storage systems362

(UVAMs). Currently, UVAMs represent the benchmark form363

of aggregation in Italy. UVAMs allow users to provide flexi-364

bility by modulating consumption or production through DR365

programs. Managed by Balancing Service Providers (BSPs),366

UVAMs offer capacity to the MSD and are remunerated on367

the basis of the variation of the exchanged energy derived368

on the MSD (e /MWh) plus a fixed amount (in e /MW/year)369

that is proportional to the offered capacity and awarded by370

auction.371

According to the UVAM MSD Regulation by Terna [18],372

UVAMs can provide the following dispatching services:373

FIGURE 4. Connection models to Terna’s control center.

1) resolution of congestion, increasing and/or decreasing; 374

2) rotating tertiary reserve, increasing and/or decreasing; 375

3) tertiary replacement reserve, increasing and/or 376

decreasing; 377

4) balancing, increasing and/or decreasing; 378

UVAMs provide the services indicated above if they are 379

able to modulate loads with the following features: 380

- within 15 minutes of receipt of Terna’s dispatching 381

order for the services referred to in points 1), 2), 4); 382

- within 120minutes from the receipt of Terna’s dispatch- 383

ing order for the services referred to in point 3); 384

and support such modulation for a period at least equal to: 385

- 120 minutes for the services referred to in 386

letters 1), 2), 4); 387

- 480 minutes for the services referred to in letter 3); 388

In addition, the BSP interfacing with Terna systems must 389

be able to send every 4 seconds the voltage, the frequency 390

and the total power input/output at the input/output points 391

included in the UVAM [19]. Annex A13 of the Grid Code, 392

which establishes the criteria for connection to the Terna 393

control system, also states that data exchange must be per- 394

formed using the file transfer mode provided by the IEC 395

60870-5-104 protocol and through a private communication 396

network between the BSP and the TSO’s access point, with 397

an approximate latency of 50msec Round Trip Time (RTT) 398

with a minimum payload of 300 bytes [20]. The same annex 399

then establishes the connection modes allowed with the Terna 400

control system, which are: 401

- Direct acquisition: where the data exchange takes place 402

through direct connections between the Remote Termi- 403

nal Units (RTUs) and the Terna control system. 404

- Indirect acquisition: where the BSP or other interested 405

party concentrates the information relating to several 406

plants at a single collecting point and sends it to Terna 407

through Concentrators or Gateways. 408

The following figure 4 shows these possible connection 409

models. 410

IV. SCADA SYSTEMS 411

SCADA systems are commonly used for monitoring and 412

controlling automatic power transmission and distribution 413

procedures. They mainly consist of: 414

1) a Master Terminal Unit (MTU); 415

2) a human-machine interface (HMI); 416
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FIGURE 5. General SCADA architecture.

3) logic controllers;417

4) communication interfaces;418

5) sensors.419

The MTU is a server that communicates with the logic420

controllers, which in turn monitors the field environment by421

detecting and preventing possible anomalies and fault states.422

Examples of logic controllers are Programmable Logic Con-423

trollers (PLCs) and Remote Terminal Units (RTUs). Com-424

munication interfaces enable the exchange of data between425

MTUs and logic controllers, while the HMI, installed in426

the MTU, is used by the system operator to transmit and427

receive data from the controllers, while the sensors send data428

to the logic controllers. Figure 5 shows a simple SCADA429

architecture.430

These components allow to perform supervision/control431

and data acquisition for the management of industrial pro-432

cesses. These two activities are performed through two sep-433

arate networks, the field network that consists of physical434

components such as sensors, actuators, etc. . . and the process435

control network that enables the connection through TCP/IP436

protocol between the various components of the SCADA437

system (database, RTUs, human-machine interfaces, etc. . . ).438

In both cases, the physical layer for communication can439

be implemented through twisted pairs, optical fiber, radio,440

etc. . .TCP/IP specifies how data is exchanged over the Inter-441

net by providing end-to-end communications. It specifies442

how data is to be divided into packets, addressed, transmitted,443

routed and received at its destination. TCP/IP requires min-444

imal central management and is designed to make networks445

secure with the ability to automatically recover if any device446

on the network fails. TCP defines how applications can create447

communication channels through a network and also man-448

ages how a message is assembled into smaller packets before449

they are then transmitted over the Internet and reassembled450

in the correct order at the destination address. IP defines how451

to address and route each packet to make sure it reaches452

the right destination. Each gateway computer on the network453

controls this IP address to determine where to forward the454

message. There are many communication standards used for455

the SCADA systems operation, but the one used by Terna 456

for the management and operation of DR services is based 457

on the IEC 60870-5-104 standard. In the field of electrical 458

engineering and power plant automation, the international 459

standard IEC 60870 defines supervisory and remote control 460

systems for production, transport and distribution networks 461

and other geographically distributed service networks. This 462

standard allows interoperability between devices from differ- 463

ent manufacturers and is divided into six parts that define 464

general information, operating conditions, electrical inter- 465

faces, performance requirements and standard transmission 466

protocols. 467

Section 5 of IEC 60870 (IEC 60870-5) [21] provides 468

a communication profile for sending basic messages for 469

remote control between two systems using directly con- 470

nected circuits. The IEC 60870-5-10x protocols define which 471

messages and values should be sent spontaneously from a 472

logic controller to a control server after any change. After 473

establishing the connection, the server sends a request to 474

the controller in order to obtain the status of the variables. 475

The controller checks these states and sends data only if 476

changes have occurred. The IEC 60870-5-104 standard (also 477

called IEC-104) derives from the better known IEC-101, 478

both having the same level of application, therefore the same 479

reference data structure. The difference between the two 480

protocols is that IEC 104 uses the TCP/IP standard that gives 481

more flexibility and better performance but from which it 482

unfortunately inherits several vulnerabilities. While the IEC- 483

101 uses serial communication, so suitable only for basic 484

remote control tasks. In addition to the weaknesses of TCP/IP, 485

a major security problem of IEC-104 is that application level 486

data is transmitted without encryption mechanisms, so it is 487

possible to perform traffic analysis and launch Man-in-the- 488

Middle [22] attacks. In addition, many commands in this pro- 489

tocol, such as reset, query or read, do not implement essen- 490

tial security mechanisms such as authentication and access 491

control. This vulnerability is crucial, as a cyber attacker can 492

access the control of PLCs and possibly the overall opera- 493

tion of an automated substation, thus generating disastrous 494

consequences. The use of SCADA systems and the IEC- 495

104 standard for DR management allows for a high speed of 496

response from customers and lets them choose which devices 497

to act on based on the signals received. The high speed of 498

response also allows ancillary services such as secondary 499

frequency regulation to be supported. This service can only 500

be achieved through real-time signaling because it requires a 501

fast response, often two to four seconds. On the other hand, 502

the SCADA architecture, although efficient, suffers from 503

the weaknesses of classic client-server systems, such as low 504

scalability or the presence of centralized elements. In fact, the 505

failure of an MTU leads to the failure of the connected RTUs 506

and consequently to the non-participation of users in the DR 507

event. These and other problems can be overcome through 508

the use of distributed technologies such as blockchain. In the 509

following sections, the blockchain technology and its use for 510

DR is addressed. 511
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V. BLOCKCHAIN AS TECHNOLOGY FOR SGs512

In the concept of SGs, data from sensors are very important513

for application decision making and therefore need to be514

securely protected. Currently, the SCADA system provides a515

centralized data collection and storage mechanism that is vul-516

nerable to cyber attacks. Moreover, in a centralized approach,517

the availability and reliability of the system can be compro-518

mised due to errors or attacks to a single node [23]. However,519

the decentralized SG system with a large number of compo-520

nents and connections may improve redundancy, resiliency,521

security, privacy, and trust [24]. Blockchain is a promising522

alternative to conventional centralized systems to improve523

security, privacy, and trust while helping the migration to a524

more decentralized and resilient system. In blockchain, a fail-525

ure of one nodewould not cause damage to thewhole network526

as, by means of the consensus mechanism, transactions have527

to be validated by the other nodes in the network. The main528

features of this technology [25] such as decentralization, reg-529

ister immutability, transparency, transaction traceability, and530

security based on cryptographic techniques, promise to real-531

ize many applications in energy systems. In [26] for example,532

a Blockchain-based distributed information collection and533

storage mechanism has been designed to securely manage534

sensor data. Smart grid performance depends not only on535

the advancement of power equipment, but also on monitor-536

ing, analysis, optimization and control technologies that can537

involve all participants. Blockchain provides monitor, con-538

trol and manage complex power systems in a decentralized539

way, providing new opportunities for building decentralized540

systems. In the blockchain, no central authority is required541

for trust; instead, multiple entities in the network can interact542

with each other to create, maintain, and store a distributed543

ledger. Each entity can verify that the order of the chain and544

the data has not been tampered with. This structure makes545

any system redundant and resilient to failures and cyber546

attacks, solving many of the problems existing in centralized547

systems. The blockchain is also promoting secure, privacy-548

preserving and reliable smart grid developments towards549

decentralization. The work in [10] outlines the potential of550

blockchain and notable use cases in energy applications,551

such as energy trading, microgrids and power grids, etc.552

A survey on the potential benefits of blockchain for the smart553

energy system is presented in [27], where some projects and554

related blockchain platforms are showcased. A more recent555

survey [28], aims to analyze the applicability of blockchain556

technology in future SGs, which would facilitate a seamless557

decentralization process. In addition, the work elaborates on558

blockchain-based applications of future SG operations and559

the role of blockchain in each scenario.560

In the SG system, blockchain also offers new opportunities561

to monitor, measure and control, although it is necessary to562

choose appropriate platforms and consensus protocols that563

are not resource-intensive. There are many studies aimed at564

testing blockchain in the context of SG, in [29] a new effi-565

cient consensus mechanism (PoRCH) for private blockchain566

suitable to be implemented in SCADA systems is introduced.567

The paper proposes a new consensus mechanism and presents 568

a simplified demo by including a customized mining node 569

selection procedure for a data acquisition system in a private 570

blockchain where no incentives or penalties are required 571

for validators. The performance evaluation shows that the 572

entire process requires very low computational capacity while 573

preserving data security, privacy, and trust. A security archi- 574

tecture integrating blockchain and Software-Defined Net- 575

work (SDN) technologies is tested in [30]. The proposed 576

security architecture consists of: (a) an intrusion detection 577

system, to defend against hacked commands, which target 578

the industrial control process, and (b) a Blockchain-based 579

integrity control system (BICS), which can prevent the attack 580

on routing, which would compromise the OpenFlow rules of 581

SDN-enabled industrial IoT systems. The results demonstrate 582

the effectiveness and efficiency of this security solution. 583

Although the blockchain introduced in SGs adds significant 584

advantages, it also has drawbacks that can be solved with the 585

integration of other technologies by reinforcing future SGs. 586

As already introduced, SGs are power networks that can 587

monitor, analyze and control power flows and energy demand 588

according to market and user needs, using two-way power 589

and information flows. For a stable and cost-effective oper- 590

ation of the grid, consumption and production should be 591

balanced, but as is well known this does not always happen 592

and can cause failures or increases in the price of energy. 593

One of the most cheap solutions to operate the power grid 594

addressing this problem is the implementation of DR pro- 595

grams, scheduling user loads as a result of requests from grid 596

operators in exchange for a reward. The increase of number 597

of consumers and especially small and locally distributed 598

producers leads to the need for a decentralized, secure and 599

open power grid that allows for reliable and fast transactions. 600

Using the blockchain, DR programs can be executed directly 601

between the grid operator and the users, unlike the current 602

scenario where the aggregator mediates between the user and 603

the grid operator. The blockchain allows the grid operator to 604

send the load reduction/increase request directly to the users 605

distributed over the network, who will respond accordingly. 606

The transaction is not a direct exchange of energy between 607

two parties, but a request to provide a service, where users 608

will then be paid if they respond appropriately. Today, one 609

of the main problems in DR service provision is the lack 610

of transparency between the different parties involved, but 611

through the blockchain it is possible to manage this problem. 612

In addition, blockchain allows small prosumers to participate 613

in capacity and balancing markets by aggregating them into 614

virtual load units that can be managed as needed. Several 615

works approachingDR service using blockchain can be found 616

in the literature. The authors in [31] propose a blockchain 617

platform for storing information about the energy use and 618

generation of active/passive users of a microgrid thanks to 619

SCs executed on the Ethereum blockchain that evaluate the 620

flexibility of each prosumer, the associated remuneration or 621

penalty, and the rules for the energy balance in the considered 622

microgrid. In [32], a blockchain platform for managing the 623
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aggregate load of a SG through DR events is described.624

Miner nodes, which are responsible for transaction authenti-625

cation, are selected based on their energy consumption and626

computing power. The proposed scheme is light in terms627

of communication and computation costs, and the obtained628

results demonstrate the efficiency of the platform for secure629

demand response management in the SG. The work in [33]630

shows a secure energy and data exchange system in order631

to provide DR service among the users of a SG. The data is632

generated by smart meters and stored and processed through633

a blockchain-based energy trading system. The results show634

shorter execution times compared to traditional centralized635

architecture for DR while ensuring privacy, transparency636

and security. In [34] the authors applied blockchain technol-637

ogy for securely tracking DR, focusing on validation, data638

integrity and origin, and sharing of data among stakeholders639

on an permissioned network. The feasibility and performance640

were evaluated on an experimental SG. Results showed trans-641

action execution times of less than 1s and high scalability,642

enabling real-world deployment of this technology for DR.643

In this context, the BloRin research project [35] aims to create644

a blockchain-based platform for renewable energy deploy-645

ment and energy service management. Unlike the aforemen-646

tioned platforms, BloRin aims at an integration of current647

systems used for load aggregation into a unified architecture648

where blockchain technology enables overcoming the prob-649

lems of centralized systems. This platform will help the cre-650

ation and deployment of solar Smart Communities and will651

be able to aggregate small and medium/large prosumers to652

provide DR services. In the next section, the BloRin platform653

for DR event execution and user aggregation is presented654

with the aim of showing the strengths as compared to the655

aforementioned centralized systems and time compatibility.656

VI. BLOCKCHAIN BASED DR PLATFORM AND657

AGGREGATION658

The advent of blockchain in the energy sector is well com-659

patible with the trend of decentralized generation through660

the widespread deployment of PV systems, other distributed661

generators, and IoT devices in generation systems. Due to the662

high penetration of renewables in the power network, grid663

operators are currently dealing with several issues, such as664

the need for new ancillary services from distributed units,665

the supervision and coordination of said processes, and the666

aggregation of local resources for participation in capacity667

and balancing markets to respond to power fluctuations due668

to the high penetration of renewables. The use of blockchain669

technology allows the aggregation of end-users without the670

need for third parties, as for example currently occurs in671

Italy with UVAM, enabling the implementation of new meth-672

ods for the management of these issues. Using blockchain,673

DR programs can be executed directly between the network674

operator and users, involving small prosumers in capacity and675

balancing markets by aggregating them into virtual load units676

that can be managed as needed.677

We suggest to use the blockchain technology for managing678

aggregation: because of the traceability feature supported679

by the blockchain, users can register their willingness to 680

participate to DR programs on the blockchain, this permits to 681

asynchronously aggregate participants to DR events giving 682

visibility of their willingness. The registrations of requests 683

can be written in blocks that are immutable and ordered 684

in time. However, the utility of aggregation refers to the 685

energy data detected by the smart meters that communicate 686

with the ICT infrastructure. This data, taken individually, 687

has certainly an intrinsic value, but speaking for example 688

of energy transactions, it is clear that the participation in 689

ancillary services for the network or the self-production of 690

energy of a single user, is subject to the importance that this 691

action takes within the electrical system.We can therefore say 692

that thanks to blockchain technology the individual user data 693

can be recorded by the infrastructure and can be aggregated 694

with other similar data in a vertical logic that will create a 695

flexible power offer of adequate size, making comparable the 696

network’s side demand and consumers’ side offer. Therefore, 697

the blockchain aggregation is twofold: on one hand it aggre- 698

gates the prosumers’ willingness to participate to programs, 699

on the other hand it aggregates and validates metering data 700

provided by smart meters and EMSs in the smart grids. 701

A. THE BloRin BLOCKCHAIN PLATFORM 702

The BloRin project aims to develop a system able to aggre- 703

gate end-users for the distributed provision of Demand- 704

Response (DR) and Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) services with the 705

aim of contributing to the management of demand volatil- 706

ity and especially the production from renewables. In fact, 707

through DR programs it is possible to address these issues 708

by increasing the flexibility of the power system while keep- 709

ing costs relatively low and facilitating the integration of 710

renewable energy without the need for power grid expan- 711

sion. The BloRin network includes the islands of Lampe- 712

dusa and Favignana and the power grid of the University 713

of Palermo. Lampedusa and Favignana will allow to evalu- 714

ate the effectiveness of blockchain for DR and V2G man- 715

agement in small isolated networks, while the university’s 716

network will be used for preliminary tests. The currently 717

deployed network includes 7 blockchain nodes running on 718

the physical nodes hosted by the project partners, as shown 719

in figure 6. 720

The component that interfaces the measurement and con- 721

trol units to the blockchain is the SNOCU, an indepen- 722

dent proprietary device produced by Regalgrid [36] that 723

allows to connect pure generation or storage resources to 724

the platform that enables different energy services. Instead, 725

for the management of consumption profiles of households 726

is used an Energy Management System (EMS, developed 727

at the University of Palermo) able to interact both with 728

the blockchain and with smart plugs connected to shiftable 729

loads. The BloRin platform is permissioned, which means 730

that users enroll in the platform through a trusted provider. 731

As a result, transaction validation and network security do 732

not need ‘‘proof of work’’ algorithms to ensure trust between 733

users, while avoiding unknown identities from accessing the 734

platform. Among other innovations, this project offers several 735
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FIGURE 6. BloRin network architecture.

mechanisms and tools that can be combined allowing easy736

integration with existing technologies. The blockchain used737

is Hyperledger Fabric, a permissioned platform that allows738

participants to access and manage their transactions through739

purpose-developed SCs, which can also be used to validate740

data [37]. Thanks to its modular, configurable, and versatile741

architecture, Hyperledger Fabric enables the development of742

applications across multiple use cases. Being a permissioned743

network, participants are not anonymous. For this reason, the744

network can only function with a governance model built in745

such a way that trust is guaranteed between participants pre-746

viously authorized by the trusted provider. The members of747

a Hyperledger Fabric network are registered through a Mem-748

bership Service Provider (MSP), this does not allow unknown749

identities to participate and therefore there is no need to750

use computationally expensive consensus protocols such as751

PoW to validate transactions and secure the network [38]).752

As a result, there are no transaction costs associated with753

mining transactions as with permissioless blockchains. The754

elementary network consists of five components:755

1) a Peer;756

2) a SC;757

3) a ledger copy;758

4) an App client;759

5) ad Ordere.760

The Peer is the main element that maintains a copy of the761

ledger and hosts and executes the SC to write and read data762

from the ledger. Members of the blockchain can choose to763

own a peer or interact with othermembers’ peers. The interac-764

tion with peers is performed thanks to the App client, external765

to the blockchain network and owned by each member. The766

App client is needed both to communicate with peers and767

interact with the ledger and to display results following a768

query or ‘‘transaction proposal’’. Each time a user sends a769

transaction proposal to the network, this is processed by the770

SC of the peer that received it. If the response to the proposal771

is consistent with the logic implemented by the SC, the new772

transaction is sent to all peers participating in the network773

who verify its authenticity through their copy of the SC. The 774

App client of the user who submitted the transaction proposal 775

compares the proposal responses of all peers to determine if 776

they are the same. If the majority is the same, it proceeds to 777

the next step by sending the transaction to the Orderer who 778

is the component responsible for the consensus process. The 779

transaction message will contain the transaction data and the 780

signatures of the peers. The Orderer does not need to inspect 781

the entire contents of a transaction to perform its operation, 782

it simply receives the transactions, sorts them chronologically 783

and creates the transaction blocks. This creates a method for 784

rejecting erroneous transactions that have been sent to the 785

network by mistake (or maliciously). The consensus mech- 786

anisms implemented by the Orderer do not require a native 787

cryptocurrency to incentivize costly mining or power the exe- 788

cution of SCs. Avoiding the use of a cryptocurrency to operate 789

the platform reduces the risk of attacks and, in the absence 790

of mining operations, power consumption is also greatly 791

reduced. The absence of cryptographic mining operations 792

allows the platform to be deployed at the same operational 793

cost as any other distributed system. The combination of these 794

features makes Fabric a very high-performance platform in 795

terms of transaction processing and transaction confirmation 796

latency, and ensures privacy among users and confidentiality 797

of transactions. The execution time of the SC depends on the 798

function being called. For BloRin applications, with a net- 799

work consisting of 5 nodes (1 in Favignana, 1 in Lampedusa 800

and 3 at the University of Palermo) times between 0.13 s (for a 801

query) and 15 s (baseline computation) have been estimated, 802

resulting in a new block generation between 30 and 60 s. 803

While regarding memory consumption, it was estimated that 804

the size in bytes of a transaction ranges from 5 kB to 13 kB, 805

so a block composed of 10 transactions has a size slightly 806

higher than 130 kB. 807

Fabric is also the first platform to support SCs written 808

in generic programming languages such as Java, Go and 809

Node.js, rather than specific programming languages such as 810

Ethereum’s Solidity. They function as a trusted distributed 811

application that acquires its security/trust from the blockchain 812

and consensus mechanism. In a Hyperledger Fabric network, 813

the SC, that is installed on each node, represents the funda- 814

mental element of the network, because it is the component 815

that implements the logic of any transaction and verifies 816

the integrity of each transaction sent by the network users 817

before joining a new blockchain. The BloRin platform aims 818

to address the challenges arising from the increasing uncer- 819

tainty in energy balancing due to the growing contribution of 820

renewable sources and the increasing penetration of electric 821

mobility. The platform is proposed as a useful tool for the 822

evolution of the electricity market in a direction that involves 823

more and more end-users on the regional, national and inter- 824

national scenario. 825

B. THE BloRin BLOCKCHAIN FOR DEMAND-RESPONSE 826

On the island of Lampedusa, the BloRin platform will be 827

used for the implementation of the DR service by aggregating 828

in virtual units simple consumers or prosumers living in the 829
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FIGURE 7. Load control and monitoring via BloRin blockchain platform.

island. In general, the control andmonitoring of flexible loads830

is implemented and recorded through the BloRin platform.831

The platform interfaces with the household and their loads832

through an Infrastructure consisting of an EMS connected833

to smart plugs and an internet connection. While for users834

with PV production system with and without storage, the835

platform interfaces with users through SNOCUs for system836

and storage management and eventually through EMS and837

smart plugs for loadmanagement. The EMS is the system that838

allows the monitoring and control of the loads of the passive839

domestic user; it is installed directly in the user’s home in840

a special switchboard and consists of a data processing con-841

troller, a smart meter and a protection switch. The controller842

works as a personal computer, inside which a blockchain843

client is implemented; in fact, it allows communication with844

the BloRin platform, receives from the blockchain the DR845

requests and provides it with the power data used for the cal-846

culation of the Baseline and the quantification of the service847

provided by the user (push and pull client), see figure 7.848

The EMS itself is connected with the various smart plugs849

installed in the residence, which are equipped with a com-850

munication and control system capable of receiving on or off851

signals and sending their status to the device. This approach852

also makes the intervention on the user’s electrical system853

non-invasive, since, to make the system operational, it is854

sufficient to install the switchboard in which the EMS is855

present and connect the smart plugs to the classic sockets of856

the house.857

The implementation of the DR event logic is performed858

through a purpose-developed SC, which also establishes the859

roles of the various actors on the BloRin network. In this860

case, the actors involved will be the DSO and the users who861

decide to join the service by providing their flexible loads862

or production/ storage systems. The figure 8 describes the863

flowchart for the execution of a DR event.864

The meters record the load or production profiles of the865

users which through the EMS or SNOCU are sent to the866

blockchain. The DSO notifies the DR event on the blockchain867

with the purpose of increasing the efficiency of the power868

plant or mitigating any expected problems in a given hour869

due to production from renewables while users. The SC870

evaluates the baseline of users participating in the service871

and distributes the DSO request. Through the EMS/SNOCU,872

users will be able to automatically respond to the request873

by turning off some loads or managing generation/storage874

FIGURE 8. BloRin DR flowchart.

during the hours when the DR event is expected. From this 875

moment, it is the EMS/SNOCU that takes control, as only 876

these devices know the status of the various household loads 877

or the production system, and consequently decide which 878

of them can turn on, turn off or modulate in order to meet 879

the request received from the Blockchain. Through the smart 880

meter, the user’s consumption/production data is sent to the 881

blockchain at regular intervals; this is necessary to certify, 882

and therefore consequently remunerate, the load modulation 883

service put in place by the user. In fact, the methodology used 884

to establish whether the user has satisfied the DR request 885

consists in comparing the user’s Baseline with the load profile 886

measured on the day in which the DR event occurs. 887

Unlike the traditional system where the execution of the 888

DR event is started by the grid operator and reported to the 889

end-users through the aggregator, with the BloRin platform 890

the grid operator interacts directly with the end-users. It is 891

the blockchain that acts as an intermediary and aggregator 892

with the capabilities, through the SC, to share the request, 893

verify the response of users and remunerate them according to 894

the provided contribution, in a totally transparent and trusted 895

way. 896

In the next section, a unified architecture is proposed that 897

integrates the client-server systems seen for DR with the 898

BloRin blockchain network, with the aim of demonstrating 899

their possible coexistence by overcoming the issues that 900

afflict centralized systems. 901

VII. UNIFIED ARCHITECTURE FOR DR 902

SERVICE PROVISION 903

The blockchain technology allows the aggregation of users 904

in a transparent way and without the need for a trusted entity 905

as BSP or an aggregator, thus generating a loads aggregation 906

able to provide flexibility to the power network. To find an 907

intyegration between SCADA systems and blockchain, it is 908

needed to clarify that while the blockchain acts at the level of 909

application, the SCADA protocols includes several ISO/OSI 910
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layers. Therefore for the integration it is sufficient to pass911

from the blockchain application layer the data to the transport912

layer. Data will use the format typical of SCADA protocols,913

but the way in which they are trasnferred to other nodes914

is not Master-slave, but rather P2P. The blockchain works915

as a distributed DRAS where the DR logic is run traspar-916

ently by smart contracts. To check the technical feasibility917

of the provided architecture, it remains to check whether918

the Hyperledger Fabric blockchain platform can accomplish919

all the requirements imposed by Terna’s grid code for load920

aggregation. Before going into these details, it is necessary to921

identify the similar points and differences between a simple922

traditional SCADA system for DR and an integrated SCADA-923

blockchain system.924

In general a SCADA system consists of two separate net-925

works, the field network that includes the sensors connected926

to the various RTUs and the process control network that927

includes the connection of RTUs to MTUs (see Fig. 5).928

Generally in the field network the devices (sensors, actuators,929

etc. . . ) communicate with the RTUs through radio or optical930

fiber, while in the process control network, RTUs and MTUs931

communicate through an intranet with TCP/IP protocol. The932

same arrangement is also found in the OpenADR architecture933

and in a blockchain network with two separate networks.934

In the case of OpenADR, the Internet connects the VTN to935

the VENs and a virtual private network (VPN) connects the936

VTN to the DRAS. In the case of the blockchain, similarly,937

the Internet connects household loads or energy systems to938

the EMS and the Virtual Private Network connects the EMS939

to the blockchain nodes.940

The network connecting the DRAS with VTNs can be941

considered the analogue of the process control network of942

SCADA systems, since it is this part that implements the943

energy services logic, implements the control logic and man-944

ages and processes the data obtained from the VENs. The945

same consideration can be made between Blockchain nodes946

and EMSs. The difference with the process control network947

of SCADA and OpenADR systems is that the architecture is948

distributed and trust on data integrity is achieved through the949

consensus mechanism. Similarly, the VENs are connected to950

the VTN and the end-devices of the blockchain architecture951

are connected to the EMS through a network that can be con-952

sidered as a field network. The figure 9 shows the comparison953

among the three systems.954

An important difference is how messages are propagated955

over the network. In the centralized client-server SCADA956

architecture or OpenADR, the service provider initiates a DR957

event by communicating with anMTU (DRAS in OpenADR)958

through specific APIs. After that, the signal is transmitted959

to all RTUs connected to that MTU. Thus, the event com-960

munication process is a push-pull action between the MTU961

and the RTUs. In these systems, the signal transmission logic962

allows for high response rates, but suffers from the inherent963

problems of centralized systems, such as the need for a trusted964

third party, one single point of failure, low scalability, high965

hardware cost and possibility of congestion on the network.966

FIGURE 9. SCADA, OpenADR and blockchain architecture comparison.

While using a blockchain network, when the service 967

provider sends a DR request, the latter goes through con- 968

sensus mechanisms before becoming part of the network and 969

being used by EMS to command loads. In this case, it is not 970

the MTU/DRAS that processes the request distribution logic, 971

but the SC running on the blockchain. Messages dissemina- 972

tion can be schematized with the following next steps: 973

1) The service provider sends the DR request, through its 974

client, to the blockchain. 975

2) The SC processes the request and distributes it among 976

the various users participating in the network. 977

3) Through the consensus mechanism both the DR event 978

communicated by the service provider and the distribu- 979

tion of the request are recorded on the blockchain. 980

4) EMSs receive the request assigned to them and process 981

load management logic to satisfy it. 982

5) The users’ response is recorded by the meters and sent 983

by the EMSs to the blockchain. 984

6) The SC evaluates the contribution provided by each 985

user who participated in the event. 986

7) Through the consensus mechanism the results of the 987

event are recorded on the blockchain. 988

The messages dissemination process is more complex than 989

in client-server systems because of the greater number of 990

network elements involved and the consensus mechanism 991

needed to ensure trust on the exchanged data. But the use of 992

permissioned blockchain, such as Hyperledger Fabric, allows 993

for fast consensus on data by employing low computational 994

power. 995

In addition, the use of blockchain enables decentralized 996

business and technical models. By distributing the compu- 997

tational load among several nodes, each hardware resource 998

is under less stress, allowing each node to be more efficient. 999

The system can continue to work even if one of the nodes 1000

fails, and by operating across a number of different machines, 1001
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FIGURE 10. Joint use of blockchain, OpenADR and SCADA in the BloRin blockchain network.

it is inherently scalable. In this case, the blockchain acts as1002

a DRAS in OpenADR and as a concentrator of distributed1003

energy resources in the indirect connection model envisioned1004

by Terna for UVAM where RTUs are comparable by EMSs1005

which communicate with IoT devices such as smart plugs or1006

directly with small energy production systems.1007

Figure 10 shows the unified architecture integrating the1008

OpenADR and the UVAMmodels based on SCADAwith the1009

BloRin blockchain network.1010

Several architectural components take different roles in this1011

integrated ecosystem. From left to right, the figure shows1012

three different archetypal blocks; all can interoperate with1013

each other. On the left, there is the integration between1014

blockchain and OpenADR; in the middle, the self-explaining1015

BloRin blockchain-native approach; on the right, it reports1016

the integration with SCADA. The OpenADR integration can1017

work with three possible options: at the level of DRAS,1018

VTN or VEN. The leftmost part of the figure reports the1019

integration at the DRAS level, which is substituted by a1020

blockchain client and an endpoint for OpenADR API. One1021

or more smart contracts provide the traditional functionalities1022

of the DRAS, as they are able to elaborate the DR logic and1023

interact with both VTNs and VENs. The API endpoint for1024

OpenADR is integrated with a blockchain client that directly1025

writes transactions. All the elements in the OpenADR tree1026

below each client trust each other as they belong to the same1027

administrative unit. This trust consideration holds in all three1028

cases: when the client is at the DRAS level (left three),1029

at the VTN level (central three) or the VEN level (the single1030

node on the right). The integration with SCADA requests a1031

blockchain client that works as an MTU aggregation gateway1032

that uses the IEC-104 protocol to monitor and enforce control1033

commands to RTUs.1034

The proposed model provides a system capable of interact-1035

ing with the technologies currently used for DR and eliminate1036

the elements of centralization, allowing to overcome the1037

problems of such systems, but ensuring at the same time1038

security, traceability, data certification and privacy. In fact,1039

by using separate communication channels, data related to1040

TABLE 1. UVAM and BloRin platform requirements comparison.

an aggregate of users is only accessible to the users of that 1041

aggregate and the system operator. 1042

As already said, currently in the world, DR is performed 1043

by aggregating different users in virtual units managed by 1044

an aggregator through client-server systems, which are con- 1045

nected to the control system of the grid operator according 1046

to specific rules. In Italy, DR is managed by Terna, which 1047

establishes the rules and methods of connection to its control 1048

centers. The table 1 shows on one side the requirements that 1049

a UVAM must meet to be connected to Terna’s management 1050

and control center and on the other side that these require- 1051

ments are also met by the BloRin platform. 1052

Regarding the IEC 60870-5-104 protocol imposed by 1053

Terna for data exchange, the blockchain can become compli- 1054

ant by integrating the support of this protocol into the clients. 1055

Experimental tests conducted on the BloRin platform 1056

show that the execution times of the main functions of the 1057

SC (2.3 seconds to 12 seconds for a write operation and 1058

0.065 seconds in a read operation) are compliant with the 1059

times required by Terna (4 seconds for the acquisition of 1060

electrical parameters and 15 minutes of notice for a DR 1061

request). The timing of the proposed blockchain platform are 1062

compatible with the needs of balancing services on the MSD. 1063

Even better when the DR signal is handled by an EMS for 1064

automatizing user’s response. 1065

VIII. CONCLUSION 1066

DR service is an important resource for addressing problems 1067

on the power grid due to RES penetration. Demand and pro- 1068

duction peaks management as well as the load shifting reduce 1069
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occurrences and consequences of congestion on the grid.1070

They also contribute to the reduction of GHG emissions and1071

stabilize energy prices. Such positive effects can be obtained1072

by a joint application of IoT and blockchain for a decen-1073

tralized application of sensing, decision making and control1074

within smart grids. However, in many cases, legacy SCADA1075

systems are deployed instead of IoT platforms, which led1076

us towards an interoperability analysis between blockchain1077

and SCADA. This study encourages to open the door to1078

distributed systems for data handling also for those industrial1079

platforms that are still based on SCADA, thus improving their1080

scalability and transparency, with limited investments in new1081

hardware. The use of blockchain technology for managing,1082

tracking, and certifying DR services enables the creation1083

of a distributed system where even residential customers,1084

who account for an average of one-third of a country’s1085

consumption, can communicate with the system operator.1086

The blockchain opportunistically aggregates their flexibility,1087

in a secure, scalable, transparent, and traceable manner. This1088

paper presented the possible coexistence of blockchain and1089

SCADA and, through the results obtained from the BloRin1090

experimental tests, verifies that specific blockchain platforms1091

meet the requirements imposed by system operators and1092

encourages to revamp SCADA-based infrastructures.1093
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